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ABOUT –

We are surrounded by art through music, creative
ideas, and so much more. So, why not add the hues
of creativity in your living room or office spaces?
We present Gradient - a colorful representation of
the artistic world. Delve into the world of design
with our collections of masterpieces crafted,
keeping your taste in mind.
Gradation in art is a visual technique of gradually
transitioning from one hue to another, one shade
to another, or one texture to another.
So, make your living spaces and workspaces
'Gradient' with our exemplary collection of design
masterpieces.

SUNSET –

Ralph Waldo Emerson says, "every sunset brings
the promise of a new dawn." Well, we say, our
sunsets bring the promise of nature's beauty on
the walls of your workspace or living rooms. Enjoy
this personalized sunset just for your eyes while its
serenity brings you peace of mind.
This collection is inspired by the dynamic blend of
colors the beautiful sky provides - it's a masterpiece
on its own. A cherished memory of our design
school brought to your spaces.
Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 300mm x 3mm x 300mm

TA N G E R I N E –

This isn’t your average sunset; it’s way more than
that – it’s a reflection of everlasting brightness
even when the sun sets. So, give your living and
workspaces this additional pop of creativity to
make you feel at peace during the tedious times.
Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 300mm x 3mm x 300mm
Price: ₹4500 (Includes Metal Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals

TA N G E R I N E –

VIOLET –

A beautiful blend of blue and Pink in the infinite
sky – Violet. The perfect sight for sore eyes when
you need some tranquil downtime. Let its calming
and warm nature add another dimension to your
living and workspaces.
Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 300mm x 3mm x 300mm
Price: ₹4500 (Includes Metal Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals

VIOLET –

L AVA –

We all know the sky is a canvas filled with
numerous colors, but the red sun in that beautiful
red sky is truly a sight to behold. The magnificence
of the lava colored sky speaks volumes, and our
artistic touch adds to its aesthetic appeal. So, give
your living and workspaces a vibrant touch with
our passionate lava masterpiece.
Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 300mm x 3mm x 300mm

Price: ₹4500 (Includes Metal Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals

L AVA –

OCEAN –

Ocean is inspired by nature’s fluidity and its
serenity. So, bring home the calm with our splashes
of design marvel when you spruce up your
living/workspaces with these masterpieces.
"The beauty and mystery of the ocean fill our lives
with wonders, vast beyond our imagination."
- M. L. Borges, By The Sea

Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 300mm x 3mm x 300mm

CORAL –

We know coral reefs to be the heart of the ocean,
which enhances the beauty of marine life. They
are not the foundation, yet many species wouldn’t
survive without them. Think about that for a
second when you bring this aesthetic
masterpiece, Coral, home, or to your workspaces.
Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 300mm x 3mm x 300mm
Price: ₹4500 (Includes Metal Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals

CORAL –

RIPPLE –

We believe just like the wind brings ripples in the
ocean, our creative designs can spread positivity
with waves of aesthetic appeal, which brings
serenity beyond measure. Savor the ocean’s marvel
by adding this collection to your home/workspaces.
Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 300mm x 3mm x 300mm
Price: ₹4500 (Includes Metal Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals

RIPPLE –

WAV E S –

Like the waves of the ocean rise and fall, so do we.
We all have struggles but rise despite them. Our
next aesthetic paragon, Waves, motivates you
during the best or some of the worse periods in life.
No matter how you feel, let our serene waves help
calm you down while lifting you up.
Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 300mm x 3mm x 300mm
Price: ₹4500 (Includes Metal Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals

WAV E S –

C H O PA DA –

In the land of mythical stories and legendary
artwork resides the culture of accounting books.
Chopadas is what the rituals call! Weaved in the
auspicious red fabric is contrasting white thread,
that runs across to intertwine beautiful tales. This
tradition long followed to maintain accounts is now
replaced by technologies of all sorts.
To bring back this slowly dying art, we introduce
you to 'Chopada'- Art that narrates the emotion of
good luck and sacred symbols of auspiciousness.
Material Used : Dyed Fabric
Technique : Embroidery on Fabric
Dimensions : 300mm x 25mm x 300mm

P I C H WA I –

Color your workspaces and homes in mythical
beauty, crafted with the blend of Pichwai &
Chopada art techniques. Let’s revive these ancient
art forms in the most creative way, while these
traditional masterpieces fit perfectly with your
modern touch.
Material Used : Dyed Fabric
Technique : Embroidery on Fabric
Dimensions : 300mm x 25mm x 300mm
Price: ₹2800 (Includes Framing & GST) + Shipping
on Actuals

P I C H WA I –

PRISM –

The quintessential blend of art and science. We all
learned about the strength of the scientific prism
during school, but through our creative touch, we
combined it with the fluidity of Chopada art. Let
the serenity flow while diving deeper into the world
of creativity for your living/workspaces or as a gift
to your loved ones.
Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 300mm x 3mm x 300mm
Price: ₹2800 (Includes Framing & GST) + Shipping
on Actuals

PRISM –

KOI –

As we delve deeper in this artistic adventure, we
present the next masterpiece from our Chopada
collection, Koi. Decorate your living/workspace
with these aesthetically appealing koi fish. Bring
home or gift this vibrant, handcrafted aquarium
while enjoying the calm fluidity of this artwork.
Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 300mm x 3mm x 300mm
Price: ₹2800 (Includes Framing & GST) + Shipping
on Actuals

KOI –

E L E M E N TA L –

History has taught us that the world was made up
of certain elements, so let's make your day with
these creative masterpieces. Bring home wall art
that speaks to your personality and as always, is
aesthetically pleasing.
Material Used : Plaster
Dimensions : 300mm x 25mm x 300mm

JAL –

It’s time to ‘streamline’ your emotions with our
next collector’s item, Jal. Dive into the deepest
depths of serenity through our design creativity as
you decorate your home/workspaces with this
masterpiece.
Material Used : Plaster
Dimensions : 300mm x 25mm x 300mm
Price: ₹4500 (Includes Wooden Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals

JAL –

AGNI –

Let your passions ablaze as we bring the creative
‘spark’ to your living/workspaces with our last
piece, Agni. Feel the warmth of this painting during
the darkest times with just a glance when it’s
always by your side.
Material Used : Plaster
Dimensions : 300mm x 25mm x 300mm
Price: ₹4500 (Includes Wooden Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals

AGNI –

VAY U –

Take a deep breath while reminiscing those
beautiful windy days with our first collector’s item,
Vayu. It’s definitely no breeze to craft this
masterpiece that calms your home/workspace. So,
let our wall art craft serene experiences of nature
amidst this concrete jungle.
Material Used : Plaster
Dimensions : 300mm x 25mm x 300mm
Price: ₹4500 (Includes Wooden Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals

VAY U –

CUSTOM MADE

FLOW –

Bringing in the flow of nature to your living spaces,
this metallic art piece was custom made for a Delhi
based client.

Material Used : Aluminium
Technique : Print on Aluminium
Dimensions : 580mm X 580mm
Price: ₹15000 (Incl. GST) + Shipping on Actuals

FLOW –

CUSTOM MADE

MIN –

A fusion of various geometric forms into a minimal
wall art, this plaster piece was custom made for a
villa in Raipur.
Material Used : Plaster
Dimensions : 3 ft X 2 ft
Price: ₹25000 (Incl. GST) + Shipping on Actuals

MIN –

CUSTOM MADE

SUMMER –

Are you already missing the Summers?
Well, here’s something to take away the Monday
blues and brighten up your day! A Custom made
wall art for a client’s dining room.
Feel the warmth of this painting during the
gloomiest days with just a glance when it’s always
by your side.
Material Used : MDF
Dimensions : 457mm X 457mm X 38 mm
Price: ₹15000 (Incl. GST) + Shipping on Actuals

SUMMER –

CUSTOM MADE

AMAZON –

Inspired from the dense and evergreen rainforests
of Amazon, this piece was custom made for a
beautiful home in Mumbai. So, let our wall art craft
serene experiences of nature amidst this concrete
jungle.
Material Used : Wood, Plaster
Dimensions : 2 ft X 3 ft
Price: ₹25000 (Incl. GST) + Shipping on Actuals

AMAZON –

CUSTOM MADE
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Material Used : Wood,
PlasterPlaster
ft X 3 ftx 38mm x 600mm
Dimensions : 2
600mm
Price: ₹25000 (Incl. GST) + Shipping on Actuals
Price: ₹ 20,000 (Includes Wooden Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals (Single Piece)
₹ 36,000 (Includes Wooden Framing & GST) + Shipping
on Actuals (2 Pieces)
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Material Used : Wood,
PlasterPlaster
& Wood
ft X 3 ftx 20mm x 300mm (Each)
Dimensions : 2
300mm
Price: ₹25000 (Incl. GST) + Shipping on Actuals
Price: ₹ 20,000 (Includes Wooden Framing & GST) +
Shipping on Actuals (Set of 4)
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Material Used : Wood,
PlasterPlaster
& Wood
ft X 3 ftx 50mm x 500mm
Dimensions : 2
636mm
Price: ₹25000 (Incl. GST) + Shipping on Actuals
Price: ₹ 20,000 (Incl of GST) + Shipping on Actuals
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serene experiences of nature amidst this concrete
jungle.
Material Used : Wood,
PlasterPlaster
ft X 3 ftx 25mm x 457mm
Dimensions : 2
915mm
Price: ₹25000 (Incl. GST) + Shipping on Actuals
Price: ₹ 22,000 (Incl of GST) + Shipping on Actuals
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